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Abstract: As wireless communication technology keeps progressing, people’s requirements for
wireless communication quality are getting higher and higher. Wireless communication brings
convenience, but also causes some problems. On the one hand, the traditional static and fixed
spectrum allocation strategy leads to high wastefulness of spectrum resources. The direction
of improving the utility of spectrum resources by combining the advantages of cooperative
communication and cognitive radio has attracted the attention of many scholars. On the other
hand, security of communication is becoming an important issue because of the broadcasting nature
and openness of wireless communication. Physical-layer security has been brought into focus due
to the possibility of improving the security in wireless communication. In this paper, we propose
an anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing scheme for cooperative cognitive radio communication systems
which can secure the information transmission for the two transmission phases of the cooperative
communication. We maximized the secondary system transmission rate by jointly optimizing
power and bandwidth while ensuring the primary system achieves its secrecy transmission
rate. Useful insights of the proposed anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing scheme are given in the
simulation results. Moreover, several system parameters are shown to have a big impact for the
simulation results.

Keywords: cognitive radio; cooperative relaying; anti-wiretap; joint resource allocation

1. Introduction

Recently, due to the progress in wireless communication technology, the number of users
supported by the wireless communication system has been increasing, and people’s requirements for
transmission rate are getting higher and higher [1–4]. Wireless communication brings convenience,
but also causes some problems such as spectrum scarcity and security problems.

Radio spectrum is a rare and non-renewable precious resource and the demand for radio spectrum
resource is expanding rapidly [5,6]. The strategy of radio spectrum allocation is static and fixed,
in which relevant the government department divides the spectrum into several frequency bands and
reasonably allocates the corresponding frequency bands to the primary users (PU) according to the
demand. Even if PU does not use the licensed bandwidth, the other users are still not allowed to use
this bandwidth, which results in the waste of wireless spectrum resources.
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Cognitive radio is regarded as a prominent solution to solve the problem of spectrum scarcity,
which can improve the spectrum use [7–10]. It provides a flexible and low-cost alternative to
wireless devices using classical single-protocol and single-frequency bands. Devices can decrease
spectrum wastefulness and fill voids in the wireless spectrum with environment-sensing and
environment-adapting. Ref. [11] characterizes the radio frequency spectrum opportunities available
in a common global system for mobile (GSM) communications channel to support the operation of
a cognitive radio network. Dynamic spectrum access technology gives spectrum managers more
available spectrum while secondary users (SU) can share the spectrum dynamically [12–15]. Spectrum
trading is also used to improve spectrum use in different dimensions, e.g., frequency band and time
slot, which allows primary users to share its spectrum resource with SU in exchange for a monetary
cost [16–18]. A new primary system spectrum pricing mechanism is proposed in [17], which takes the
preferences of heterogeneous secondary users and various quality in leased spectrum due to diverse
interference levels and channel characteristics into account. In [18], researchers considered a cognitive
dynamic network architecture in which PU get rewarded if they share their connectivity with SU and
act as access points.

Due to the broadcasting character and openness of wireless communication, security has become
a serious problem. Broadcast features make the transmission of wireless signals less cryptic, which can
lead to information leakage. Signals can be received and carried out as long as the eavesdropper has
relevant equipment within a certain distance, which results in communication security risks [19–21].
Security attacks include two types: passive attack and active attack [22,23]. Learning or making use
of the information of legitimate users are what passive attackers usually do—they do not attack the
information itself, i.e., eavesdropping and traffic analysis [24,25]. Active attackers are not only able to
involve the process of data modification itself but also interrupt legitimate communication, i.e., DDoS
attack [26,27].

There are two main categories of strategy for defending security attacks: new designed networking
protocol-based cryptographic encryption approaches, and physical-layer security (PLS) approaches.
One of the encryption methods, secured hash function, which can be implemented with several
different algorithms, is applied in many fields such as data transfer safety, message authentication,
and other user-linked information transfer [28,29]. However, this method is always realized in upper
layers, which is challenging to implement in cooperative cognitive radio communication systems. By
exploiting the properties of the wireless channel, physical-layer security of relay networks has been
remarkable, which is considered to be a quite promising method to improve the security performance
of the next-generation wireless communication networks [30–33]. Ref. [34] proposed a multiple
relay-based secure transmission scheme in cognitive radio (CR) communication system. Ref. [35]
considered physical-layer security under the scenario where a message transmitted from a secondary
source to a secondary destination and the eavesdroppers are poisson spatially distributed. Ref. [36]
studied physical-layer security performance based on cooperative two-way cognitive relay with a
single passive eavesdropper.

In the existing spectrum-sharing protocol for cooperative cognitive radio communication system,
the eavesdropper stops eavesdropping information in the second transmission phase, as it finds that
the primary users stop transmitting their signal. However, if the eavesdropper is smart enough, it will
find that the primary signal is relayed by the cognitive user in the second transmission phase. Then the
eavesdropper will also eavesdrop the primary signal in the second transmission phase. Thus, in this
paper, we propose an anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing protocol to secure the information transmission
for both transmission phases in a cooperative cognitive radio communication system. Specifically,
the transmissions are performed through the following two phases. In the first phase, the primary
user transmits the redesigned signal combined by the artificial noise and primary information to
jam the eavesdropper. In the second phase, secondary and primary user transmit the primary signal
with the designed weight coefficients by using a part of the bandwidth to avoid the eavesdropper
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eavesdropping the primary information. As a reward, the secondary user can make use of the left
bandwidth to transmit its own signal.

The primary contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• First, we propose an anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing protocol, which can secure the information
transmission for both transmission phases in cooperative cognitive radio communication systems.

• Secondly, we formulate a scheme by optimizing power and bandwidth jointly to maximize
the secondary system transmission rate while ensuring the required primary system secrecy
transmission rate.

• Finally, numerical and simulation results are shown to illustrate the performance of the
proposed cooperative spectrum-sharing protocol and reveal the important effects of various
system variables.

2. System Model and Problem Formulation

2.1. System Model

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing protocol consists of a primary
system, a secondary system, and an eavesdropper (E). The primary system contains a primary user
(PU), which includes a primary transmitter (PT) and a primary receiver (PR). The secondary system
contains a secondary user (SU), which includes a secondary transmitter (ST) and a secondary receiver
(SR). When the primary system is in good channel condition, primary information will be sent directly
from PT to PR. On the other hand, if the direct link is in a bad channel condition, the secondary system
gains the opportunity to access the primary spectrum through forwarding primary information to help
it achieve the secrecy transmission rate. We assume that ST is trustworthy, which will not eavesdrop
on the primary information when helping PT forward information to PR. We use hi, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 7,
to represent the corresponding channel coefficients. The noise at all nodes is assumed to be complex
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and unit variance σ2. The transmit power of
PT and ST is denoted as Pp and Ps, respectively.

Figure 1. System model.

In the first phase, PT uses all of its bandwidth to transmit the redesigned signal x1
PT , which

is a linearly combined signal of primary signal s with power β1Pp and artificial noise z with power

(1− β1) Pp, where β1 denotes the power allocation coefficient. Then, x1
PT =

√
Ppβ1s+

√
Pp(1− β1)u1z.

To interfere the eavesdropper, PR also transmits signal xPR, which is a signal that contains artificial
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noise z with power (1− β1) Pp. Then, xPR =
√

Pp(1− β1)u2z, where u1 and u2 denote the complex
weight coefficients. Thus, the received signals at ST and E can be written as

rST =
√

Ppβ1h2s +
√

Pp(1− β1) (u1h2 + u2h3) z + nST (1)

r1
E =

√
Ppβ1h5s +

√
Pp(1− β1) (u1h5 + u2h6) z + n1

E (2)

where nST and n1
E denote the noise received at ST and E in the first phase, respectively.

To guarantee that artificial noise transmitted from PT and PR counteract at ST, u1 and u2 should
satisfy the following conditions:

{
u1h2 + u2h3 = 0
u2

1 + u2
2 = 1

(3)

Thus, Equation (1) can be rewritten as

rST =
√

Ppβ1h2s + nST (4)

Therefore, the information rate at ST and the eavesdropping rate at E can be written as:

R1
P =

1
2

wlog2(1 + β1α2) (5)

R1
E =

1
2

wlog2

(
1 +

β1α5

1 + (1− β1)αm

)
(6)

where α2 =
Pp|h2|2

σ2 , α5 =
Pp|h5|2

σ2 and αm =
Pp|u1h5 + u2h6|2

σ2 .

In the second phase, ST uses a part of the licensed spectrum bw authorized by the primary system
and power β2Ps to forward the received primary information to PR with decode-and-forward relaying
protocol, by transmitting the signal xST =

√
Psβ2v1s. To prevent E eavesdropping on the primary

information, PT also transmits the signal x2
PT =

√
Ppβ2v2s, where v1 and v2 denote the complex

weight coefficients.
Thus, the received signal at PR and E can be written as

rPR =
√

β2

(√
Psv1h3 +

√
Ppv2h1

)
s + nPR (7)

r2
E =

√
β2

(√
Psv1h7 +

√
Ppv2h5

)
s + n2

E (8)

where nPR and n2
E denotes the noise received at PR and E in the second phase, respectively.

To prevent E eavesdropping on the primary information in the second phase, v1 and v2 should
satisfy the following conditions: { √

Psv1h7 +
√

Ppv2h5 = 0
v2

1 + v2
2 = 1

(9)

Therefore, the eavesdropping rate at E in the second phase is zero and the information rate at PR
can be written as:

R2
P =

1
2

bw log2 (1 + β2αn) (10)

where αn =
Ps|v1h3|2 + Pp|v2h1|2

σ2 .
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Thus, the information rate of primary system and eavesdropping rate at E through two phases
transmission can be written as:

RP = min{R1
P, R2

P} (11)

RE = R1
E (12)

Then, the secrecy transmission rate of primary system can be written as

RSEC = RP − RE (13)

As a reward for forwarding the primary signal, ST will be permitted to use the remained spectrum
and power to transmit its own signal x to SR in the second phase. Then, the received signal at SR can
be written as

rSR =
√

Ps(1− β2)h4x + nSR (14)

Thus, the information rate of secondary system can be written as:

RS =
1
2
(1− b)w log2 (1 + (1− β2)α4) (15)

2.2. Problem Formulation

With the objective of maximizing the information rate of secondary system with the primary
secrecy transmission rate constraint, through joint optimizing the power allocation β1, β2 and
bandwidth allocation b, the optimization problem can be formulated as

max
β1,β2,b

RS (16)

subject to 
RSEC ≥ RT
0 ≤ β1 ≤ 1
0 ≤ β2 ≤ 1
0 ≤ b ≤ 1

(17)

where RT represents the target secrecy transmission rate of the primary system.

3. Optimal Solutions

In this section, we will optimize bandwidth and power allocation jointly under the primary
system target secrecy rate constraint.

For convenience of expression, we define
R2 = w log2 (1 + α2β1)

R3 = w log2 (1 + αnβ2)

R4 = w log2 (1 + (1− β2)α4)

(18)

Thus, the optimization problem in Equation (16) can be written as

max
β1,β2,b

1
2
(1− b)R4 (19)
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subject to 

1
2

R2 − RE ≥ RT

1
2

bR3 − RE ≥ RT

0 ≤ β1 ≤ 1
0 ≤ β2 ≤ 1
0 ≤ b ≤ 1

(20)

Due to the non-convex constraints in Equation (20), it is difficult to obtain the optimal solution
directly. We solve the above optimization problem through the following three steps. We will show in
the numerical results that the above solution achieves the optimal performance which can be proved
through the exhaustive search scheme.

3.1. Finding Optimal Bandwidth Allocation b∗ with Fixed Power Allocation β1 and β2

To satisfy the second condition of Equation (20), we can obtain

b ≥ 2(RT + RE)

R3
(21)

From Equation (15), we can find that the target function RS is a monotonic decreasing function of
b with fixed β1 and β2. Therefore, we can find the optimal bandwidth allocation b∗ as

b∗ =
2(RT + RE)

R3
=

2
(

RT +
1
2

wlog2

(
1 +

β1α5

1 + (1− β1)αm

))
w log2 (1 + αnβ2)

(22)

3.2. Finding Optimal Power Allocation β∗1 with Fixed β2

Substituting the optimal bandwidth allocation b∗ into RS, we can obtain

RS =
1
2

1−
2
(

RT +
1
2

wlog2

(
1 +

β1α5

1 + (1− β1)αm

))
w log2 (1 + αnβ2)

w log2 (1 + (1− β2)α4) (23)

To satisfy the first condition of Equation (20), we can obtain

1
2

w log2 (1 + β1α2)−
1
2

w log2

(
1 +

β1α5

1 + (1− β1)αm

)
≥ RT (24)

After some manipulation, Equation (24) can be rewritten as

f (β1) = Aβ2
1 + Bβ1 + C ≥ 0 (25)

where A = −α2αm, B = α2(1 + αm)− αm − 2
2RT

w (α5 − αm) and C = (1 + αm)
(

1− 2
2RT

w

)
.

Assuming x1 =
−B +

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
and x2 =

−B−
√

B2 − 4AC
2A

are the two roots of the equation

f (β1) = 0. It is easy to find that A < 0 and C < 0. Thus, if − B
2A

< 0, we can find that two roots
x1 and x2 are negative. Then, there will be no positive value of β1 that can satisfy the condition in

Equation (25). Thus, we can conclude that − B
2A
≥ 0. Due to C < 0, we can obtain 0 < x1 < x2.

From Equation (23), we can find that RS is a monotonic decreasing function of β1 with fixed β2, thus the
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optimal value of β∗1 depends on whether x1 is larger than 1. If x1 is smaller than 1, β∗1 = x1, otherwise
there will be no optimal value of β∗1 to satisfy the condition 0 ≤ β1 ≤ 1.

3.3. Finding Optimal Power Allocation β∗2

Substituting the optimal power allocation β∗1 into Rs, we can obtain

Rs =
1
2

w log2 (1 + (1− β2)α4)− (RT + RE)
w log2 (1 + (1− β2)α4)

w log2 (1 + β2αn)
(26)

To satisfy the fifth condition of Equation (20), we can obtain βN ≤ β2 ≤ 1, where βN =

2
2(RT+RE)

w −1
αn

.
From Equation (26), it is easy to find that RS is composed of two decreasing function of β2.

Let β = 1− β2, then RS is composed of two increasing function of β. After some manipulation,
we can obtain

RS(β) = f (β)− g(β) (27)

where f (β) = 1
2 w log2 (1 + βα4) and g(β) = (RT + RE)

w log2 (1 + βα4)

w log2(1 + (1− β)αn)
.

Introducing a new variable t, g(β) + t = g(β)max, which satisfies 0 ≤ t ≤ (g(β)max − g(β)min),
RS can be rewritten as

RS(β, t) = f (β) + t− g(β)max (28)

From Equation (28), we can find that it is a monotonic optimization problem which can be
solved by the polyblock outer approximation approach [37,38], which is formed by constructing
Polyblock covering feasible region D step by step. Feasible region D is composed of the intersection of
a NormalSet and a ReverseNormalSet. Polyblock outer approximation approach is realized as follows:
First, choose a block [l, u] as original Polyblock. Let zk denote the vertex which makes the objective
function achieve the maximum value among all the vertex in the kth iteration. Let xk denote the
intersection of the line between l and zk and the feasible region D in the kth iteration. The Polyblock
is gradually specified by splitting [xk, zk] from block [l, zk] in each iteration. Through alternating n
components, let one component be equal to the component of xk, and the other components be equal
to the components of zk, which will result in n new vertices. The iteration stops when the difference
between the upper bound (the maximum target value of the vertex) and lower bound (the target value
of the current best boundary point) achieves at a given precision.

Thus, our optimization problem can be solved by the polyblock outer approximation approach as
shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Polyblock Outer Approximation Algorithm

Step one: Initialization
1. Choose the lower angular point ρmin and the upper angular point ρmax of Polyblock.

Initializes the current optimal target value CBV = ∞, current optimal value CBS = ∅.
Set iteration index k = 1 and error tolerance ε� 1.

2. Initialize the vertex set Γ1 = {0}, set algorithm terminating mark fstop = 0.

For convenience of expression, define RS({ρi}i∈Γ1) =
1
2

w log2 (1 + βα4) + t− g(β)max.

Step two: Iteration
3. Traverse vertex set Γ1, select the vertex that belongs to CBV and update Γ1.
4. Judge whether Γ1 is empty. If Γ1 is empty, set fstop = 1, go to 14. Else, go to 5.
5. Chose a vertex zk that maximize the objective function from set Γ1, expressed as zk ∈

arg max{V({ρi}i∈Γ)|{ρi}i∈Γ ∈ Γk}.
6. Judge whether zk is repeated with the former optimal vertex. If the number of

consecutive repetitions is larger than a given value, set fstop = 1, go to 14. Else, go
to 7.

7. Construct a straight line connecting zk and ρmin
8. Find the intersection point of the line constructed in 7 and the upper boundary of the

feasible region using dichotomy.
9. If V(xk) < CBV, go to 10, else go to 11.

10. Update CBV = V(xk), set CBS = xk.
11. If ||xk − zk|| < ε, set fstop = 1, go to 14. Else, go to 12.

12. Update the current vertex set Γk+1 =
(

Γk\{zk}
)
∪ {zk +

(
xk

i − zk
i

)
ei, ∀i ∈ Γ} and delete

the vertexes not belong to G(ρ0)
.

13. If Γk+1 is empty, set f (stop) = 1, go to 14. Else k = k + 1, return to 4.
Step three: Output

14. Output CBS = {ρ∗,sub
i,(ρ0)
}i∈Γ1 , Rs(ρ0) = CBV.

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, we investigate the performance of proposed anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing strategy.
As shown in Figure 2, PT, PR, ST, SR and E are distributed in a two-dimensional X−Y plane, in which
PT is located at (0,0), PR is located at (1,0) and ST moves from point (0,0) to (1,0). The distance of ST to
SR is half of the distance of ST to PR. Thus, we can obtain d1 = 1, d2 = 1− d3, d4 = d3/2. The distance
of E to PT is d5 = 0.3, the distance of E to PR is d6 = 1 and the distance of E to ST is d7 = d4. Set the
path loss coefficient to be v = −3 and bandwidth is w = 1.

Figure 2. Position of PT, PR, ST, SR and E.
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Figure 3 shows the information rate of the secondary system when ST moves from (0, 0) to (1, 0)
under different primary system target secrecy rate. In Figure 3, we can find that the performance of
our proposed scheme and exhaustive search scheme are the same, which verifies the effectiveness
our proposed scheme. In exhaustive search scheme, the optimal power and bandwidth allocation is
obtained with the bisection method. In Figure 3, we can find that the information rate of secondary
system becomes smaller when the primary system target secrecy rate becomes larger. It is because that
more bandwidth and power will be allocated to forward the primary signal when helping the primary
system achieve larger target secrecy rate, which can be illustrated from Figures 4 and 5. Then, less
bandwidth and power are left for transmitting the secondary signal, which leads smaller information
rate of the secondary system. When RT = 1.0 bps/Hz , the secondary system can access to the primary
spectrum only when 0.42 < d2 < 0.78. The secondary system cannot access to the primary spectrum
when d2 ≤ 0.42, which is because that in this case the distance of ST to PR is too far away, leading
poor channel condition for the secondary system to help forward the primary signal to PR. Then,
the primary system cannot achieve its target secrecy rate. Thus, the secondary system will not be
permitted to access to the primary spectrum. When d2 ≥ 0.78, the channel condition between PT
and ST is too poor for the secondary system to help the primary system achieve the target secrecy
rate. Thus, the secondary system cannot access to the primary spectrum. When RT = 1.5 bps/Hz,
the similar case happened when ST located in 0.48 < d2 < 0.64. In the access range, the information
rate of the secondary system becomes larger when d2 becomes larger. It is because that when d2

becomes larger, which means that ST gets closer to PR. Then the channel condition between ST and
PR becomes better, which will lead to less bandwidth and power to forward the primary signal as
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Thus, more bandwidth and power can be used to transmit the secondary
signal leading larger information rate of the secondary system.
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Figure 3. Transmission rate of cognitive user under different target secrecy rate.

Figure 4 shows the optimal bandwidth and power allocation when ST moves from (0, 0) to (1,0),
when the primary target secrecy rate is RT = 1 bps/Hz. In Figure 4, we can find that in the access range
the power and bandwidth allocated to help forward becomes smaller when d2 becomes larger. It is
because that the channel condition between ST and PR becomes better when d2 becomes larger, which
means that the secondary system can reduce bandwidth and power to help the primary system achieve
the target secrecy rate. We can also observe form Figure 4 that when d2 becomes larger, the power
used to transmit the artificial noise will becomes smaller. It is because that the information rate of the
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secondary system becomes larger when d2 becomes larger, which leads less power to transmit the
artificial noise to interfere the eavesdropper.
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Figure 4. Optimal resource allocation when RT = 1.0 bps/Hz.

Figure 5 shows the optimal bandwidth and power allocation when ST moves from (0, 0) to (1, 0),
when the primary target secrecy rate is RT = 1.5 bps/Hz. Compared to Figure 4, we can find that the
access range of the secondary system becomes smaller when the primary system target secrecy rate
becomes larger, which is because that better channel is needed to forward the primary signal when
helping the primary system achieve larger target secrecy rate. In Figure 5, we can also observe that
more bandwidth and power will be allocated to forward the primary signal when helping the primary
system achieve larger target secrecy rate with a fixed d2.
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Figure 5. Optimal resource allocation when RT = 1.5 bps/Hz.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing scheme for cooperative cognitive
radio communication systems which can secure the information transmission for the two transmission
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phases of the cooperative communication. To secure the information transmission in phase 1, PT
transmits the redesigned signal which is combined by the artificial noise and primary information
to jam the eavesdropper. To secure the information transmission in the phase 2, PT and ST transmit
the primary information with the designed weight coefficients by using a part of the bandwidth and
power to avoid the eavesdropper eavesdropping the primary information. As a reward, the secondary
user can used the remaining bandwidth to transmit its own information. The joint optimization of
bandwidth and power allocation is formulated to maximize the secondary system information rate
while ensuring the primary system achieve its secrecy transmission rate. In simulation results, we give
some useful insights of the proposed anti-wiretap spectrum-sharing scheme and reveal the system
parameter impact for the system performance.
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